Introduction
Is the United Nations an important or marginal actor in international peace and security? The answer to this question depends, of course, on how one understands "security." There is little doubt that the drafters of the UN Charter imagined that the UN would play a central role in regulating, perhaps even reducing, violent conflicts between states-the traditional way of understanding "international security." There is also little doubt that this vision has not been realized. But in a world in which the concept of security has been broadened and deepened to include a wide array of threats to individual and collective well-being, does the UN system play perhaps a greater role than even its framers would have imagined?
Developments of the past decade point paradoxically in different directions. On the one hand, new or renewed instruments of "global security governance" have emerged to cope with an expanded range of global threats and insecurities as detailed in the other chapters of this volume-the ICC, sanctions, embargoes, peace-building, and other interventions. All of these rest upon a broadened understanding of security that includes not just interstate threats of violent conflict, but also regional, societal, and human security concerns. On the other hand, the extremely limited UN role in the American-led invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq underline the near-total irrelevance of the UN in the "high politics" of traditional interstate security relations. The overwhelmingly hegemonic position of the United States has also confirmed those (primarily realists) who believe that international institutions are empowered only insofar as they serve the interests of dominant powers and disregarded when they are an obstacle to the realization of narrow state interests.
The importance accorded to the United Nations in achieving global security thus depends in large part on how one conceptualizes world politics. This chapter focuses on one important case study-the emerging international response to the widespread proliferation and use of small arms and light weapons-to make a larger argument about the role of the UN in global security governance summarized as follows:
• many so-called "global" security challenges are being addressed at multiple levels of governance-from the local to the global-with domestic or locally oriented efforts often being more significant than externally oriented or interstate efforts;
• a narrow focus on the (limited) role of the UN in regulating conflict interactions between states ignores its much more important role at the local or national level in shaping or transforming state interests;
• a broader understanding of security that includes human and societal (or communal) security concerns must acknowledge that the sovereign state remains the primary institution for providing security for people and communities;
• in light of this, most "global" security policies and practices, such as those dealing with issues such as small arms, land mines, communal conflicts, postconflict peace-building, or international terrorism, do not regulate state interactions but reach deeply into the internal sovereignty and governance capacities of states and attempt to reshape the security relationship between states and their citizens; and
• a focus on states as the main actor in world politics is not helpful in understanding domains in which effective forms of influence (especially of individuals, grassroots organizations, transnational NGOs and "political or moral entrepreneurs") are wielded within or parallel to state-centered pathways of power.
The first part of the chapter introduces the issue of small arms, traces the role played by the UN and other actors in framing the issue and setting the international agenda, and analyzes outcomes of the 2001 UN conference on small arms. The second part examines more closely what we mean by "the UN system" in the context of international action to deal with small arms and raises some problems with the traditional hub-and-spoke or top-down conceptualizations. Part three un-bundles the concept of "actor" in this issue area, challenging not only the traditional hierarchy of state versus non-state actors but our more general understanding of how states, international organizations, and non-state actors shape and influence each other's interests and scope for action. Finally, the conclusion sketches a vision of the small arms problem as a "global or transnational public policy" issue. There are at least 640 million small arms and light weapons in circulation worldwide. Each year they are implicated in several hundred thousand deaths and countless injuries in everything from homicides and suicides to largescale criminality and warfare. The majority of direct victims in contemporary conflicts, in places such as Sierra Leone, Indonesia, the Democratic Republic
